
 

 

Umpire Question and Answer #1 

These questions refer to racing in the Louis Vuitton America's Cup World Series – 
Bermuda, 2015. 

Q1 In race 1, it appears that NZL ducked JPN in the zone of the left mark at the first 
windward gate. If in fact she did duck in the zone, and had she pushed the Y-flag button, 
what would the call have been? 

A1 Below are 3 screen grabs of the incident. NZL was keep clear yacht, entitled to mark-
room. The Umpires observed that JPN was slightly faster and crossing NZL. JPN was also 
slightly overstood on the left mark. If NZL had protested the question is to determine if NZL 
was given mark-room. At the time of the cross, JPN was overstood; therefore there was 
room between JPN and the left gate mark. While this question is hypothetical, had there 
been a protest by NZL, the Umpires are of the opinion that they would signal “No Penalty”. 

  



 

 

Q2: In that same rounding, it looks like NZL’s blue light is on as she approaches the right 
mark of the same gate. Did she have a penalty there? If so, for what? 

A2: NZL was penalized for a port / starboard incident with SWE prior to the zone of the 
windward mark. NZL tacked into a keep clear position and the Umpires determined that 
SWE had to alter course to avoid. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q3: In race 1, at the second leeward gate, why does FRA have a penalty? 

A3: On the run, the Umpires penalized FRA for a port / starboard incident with NZL. 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Q4: In race 1, USA definitely ducked SWE in the zone of the left mark at the second 
windward gate. Had she pushed the Y-flag button, what would the call have been? (same 
question / issue as Q1) 

A4: This question is also hypothetical. With no protest, the incident was not reviewed 
during the race. 

In reviewing the incident after the race, the Umpires are of the following opinion: 
• Just prior to and as USA reaches the zone, SWE was crossing (without taking into 

account any tack maneuver by USA). 
• Soon after USA reached the zone, SWE started to luff slowly (starting to create 

mark-room for USA). SWE was not above the starboard tack layline to the left gate 
mark. 

• When USA was crossing GBR, she bore away and accelerated across the stern of 
SWE. Such a bear away is not part of USA’s mark-room at the left gate mark. 

• If USA had protested prior to the bear away, the Umpires would have to determine 
whether or not SWE was giving USA mark-room (to sail her proper course around 
the left gate mark). 

 

 

 

 

 

While this question is hypothetical, had there been a protest by USA, the Umpires are of 
the opinion that they would signal a penalty to SWE. 


